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Passing in rapid review the period

t ....

over which we ha.ve paeaed, 1

we find bla.tt the District of Kentucky was

settled by several dis-

tinct cl-asses of people, differing much, from each other, and each
having

a marked

:peculia'r i ty of character. It is from not knowing, or

not adverting to this
been received

circumstance tha.t

erroneous impressions have

of the genius and disposition of the western peopleJ

to the manners of all of whom

the Kentuckians have given a decided

tone•
Those who came first--the Boones, the Kentons--the Whitleys-were rough, uneducated men J the enterprising, fearless, hardy pioneers.
They were 11 tera.lly backswoodsmen who ha.d

always resided on the

frontiers, forming the connecting link between

civilized and savage

men; and who did not, in their emigration to the west, form any new
acqua.intance with

the perils of the wilderness. They had been inhabi-

tants of the long line of frontier lying ea.st of the Alleghany Mounta.ins; were the descendants of men wnmxmai

whose lives had been spent

in fierce contests with the IndiansJ and were, themse~ves, accustomer
from infa.ncy to the vicissitudes of hunting and border warfare. A
few of them came from Pennysl va.nia. and Maryla._nd, but the great body
from Virginia. and North Carolina.• Strictly spea.king, they were not
farmers; for, although they enga.ged in a,griculture, - they depended ·
chiefly on their guns for subsistence; a.nd were allured to the west
-1-
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.

rat_~ er br._t~e glories of the boundless forest and the abunda.nce of
(

\

ga.me, rather than by the fertility of the new lands, and the a.mple 'resources of the country.

They ca.me_ singly, or in small pa.rties,

careless of protection and fearless of consequences. Their first resi I

dence wa.s a CAMP; a frail shelter formed of poles and ba.rk, careful ly concealed in scme retired spot in .which they hid the spoils of the
cha.se and to which they· crept for repose at night, or slept a.way
the long, inclement days, when ' the hunter and his prey were, a.like,
driven by the store to seek the Shelter

of their coverts.

At other

times they roamed a.broad , ei th~gaged in hunting, or in ma.king long
journeys of exploration, sleeping in the open a.i~, and feeding upon
the fruits of the forest a.nd the flesh of wild animals, without bread
or condiment. Between them and the Indians there seems to have exist ed, from the

beginning, a. mutua.l dislike and distrust; and, except

when there ha ppened to be a. great

superiority of numbers on one side,

or a recent provoca.tion, they rather avoided than sought ea.ch other.
But they seldom met without shedding blood.
The stratagems of this whl!1faer wa,rfa.re were

ingenious-., and

often highly amusing. The -pioneer, as well as the Indian warrior,
felt as much triumph in deceivin g his enemy by a successful de vice as in conquering him in battle; and usually acquired more last ing fame

among his comrades

from the former than from the latter

exploit; for in the circumstances under which they were mutually
placed, cunning was a more valuable quality than courage. The
bra.vest man might be over-powered by numbers, or slain 'cy a bullet
from an unseen foe; but the wily hunter who was a.lways watchful,
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self~p?sessed, and fertile of expedients, seemed to bea.r a cha.rm(

,

ed life, a.nd to be proof a.s well against secret hos ti li ty a.s open xi:
violence.

We

read, with an admiration bordering upon incredulity

, of the adventures

•::i

of such men as Boone a.nd Kent on- -of their

fights, their retreats, their captivity, their escapes, their recovery from drea,dful wounds

l

their wanderings without a:rms a.nd

provisions, a.nd their survi vlng through all, to die of old a.ge in
their beds; almost realizing the description of the apostle
journeyings often

11

in

in perils of water, in perils of mine own coun-

trymen, in perials by the heathen,
in the wilderness,

in perils in the city, in perils

in perils in the sea., in perils among fa.lee

brethren; in weariness and painfulness, in watchings often, in
hunger and thirst, in fa.stings often, in cold and nakedness.

T· e

following anecdote, highly cha.ra.cteristic of t h e y

venturous l

e of the pioneers, was rela.t ed to the author w~ le

riding over a

ange of savage precipices

the central ua.rt
Mr.Muldrow

Hill, in

f Kentucky, and refers, as

whose na e is atta.ched to that

/"'
d declivities,,· ,.,-1 saw·a. cluster of dilaped
.

Among those rug

,,,.,·

log houses, which, I was i

/

ormed~,.,nad been erected by one of the

I

earliest settlers; and I coul

~ot avoid feeling some surprise

that a pioneer should nave "'~eate
inhospitable tract,/ wh~n all the

on such a barren and
plains and valleys of this

,,-·. /

delightful cou~·f y were

uninhabited, a

he might have sel-

/

ected

oth¢,,. lands of surpa,ssing fertility a
Yet, such a
/
c h o i r.a not uncommon; and, upon examining the ~ t locations of
settlers
in different parts of the western country, we do not find
l

(
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CHAPTER XVI •

. I

Cha,racter of the Pi oneers -- Their mode of li ving -- Intro~
duction of steam-boats--Its effect on the manners of the people.
Among the pioneers were ma.ny substant-ial :of~Illilers -- a cla,se that
differed from that of which we ha.ve spoken, onl,y in being more industrious and provident. They were of the same stock; equally accustomed to the rude scenes of border llife, brothers of the same family; but, like Jacob and :B:sa.u, one was devoted to the visissitudes
of sylvan sport, the other to the sober employments of industry. They
came together in the wilderness, the one to posess the soil, the
)

.

other, to wander through the forest i~ search of game. Alike in a,ppeara.nc e and manners, a.nd ea.ch occasionally adopting the

character

of the other, a stranger would have been unable tor ecognize any dis tinction between them; but in a. few yea.rs the hunter moved forward
to a. more newly discovered country, while the farmer remained to
I

clear away the forest a.nd ra.ise abundant crops upon
In a few yea.rs more the farmer

its virgin soil.

attests the force of na.ture a.nd t ,he

:purity of his descent by sighing for newer lands; and, selling his
fa.rm to a later emigrant, he takes his flocks and herds, his children
e.nd servants, and follows the hunt er to the fa rt her wilderness. The
reader, however, is not to suppose tha.t either of these classes are
always in motion. They remain for years in one spot, forming the mass
of the settled population, and g iving a. tone to the institutions of
the country; and a.tea.ch remove a. few are left behind who cling permanently to the soil and bequeath their landed posessions to their
posterity.
-4-
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The _pioneers brought little other property than such as they
could pack upon the backs of horses. A few implements of husbandry,
a,nd suc"h cooking utensils as were indispensible; the · rifle, the ax,
and a. few mechanic's tools, with acme horses, cattle, a.nd hogs,
constituted the wea.lth of the emigra.nt. Their first a.bode, as we ha.ve
eta.ted, a.lready, wa.s in CAMPS and STATIONS; - but their permanent ha.bi tat ions vas,e

the primitive log cabin, still so commo-n throughout the

whole western country; and thqse who have never witnessed the erection
of such buildings , would be surprised to behold the simplicity of
their mechanism, and the ra.pidi ty with which they are put together.
The axe a.nd the auger

a.re often the only tools used in their con-

struction; but usually, the frow, the drawing-knife, the broa.d-axe
and the cross - sut saw a.re a.dded. The a,rchi tecture of the hbody of the
house is sufficiently obvious;
i ty

but it is curi ous to notice the ingenu

with which the wooden fire - place and chimney

are protected

from th~ action of the fire by a lining of clay; to see a sm ooth floor
formed of the plain surfa.cesof hewed logs. a.nd a door ma.de of boards
split from the logs, hastily smootheJ. with the drawing - knife, united
firmly together with wooden pins , hung upon wooden hinges, and fa.st ened with a. wooden letkh. Not a nail, nor any partioie

of ~E~tx metal

enters into the composition of the building-- a.11 is wood from top to
bottom ; all is done by the woodsman, without the aid of any mechanic,
These primitive dwellings are by no means, so wretched as their name
and their rude

workman-ship i,,·ouilt:F.d seem to imply. They still consti -

tute the usual dwelling of the farmers in new settlement, and I have
oft en found them roomy, ti ght, and comfortable. If one cab in is not
suffi~ient, another and another is added until the whole family is
accomodated; and thus the homestead of a. respectable farmer
resembles a little village.
- 5-
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The dexterity of the backwoodsman in the use of the }llQ efi;s
also remarkable; yet,
on the va.riety of uses

it ceases to be so regarded

when we reflect

to which this implement is applied, and .that

it, in fact, · enters into almost all the occupations of the pioneer.
In clearing lands, building houses, making fences, providing fuel,
the axe is used; in tillin g his fields the farmer is continually
interrupted to cut a.wa:7 the trees

that have fallen in his enclosures,

and the roots that impede his plough;

the pa.th oft he surveyor is

cleared by the a.xe, a.nd his lines and corners marked by this instrument; roads are opened, and bridges made with the a.xe; the first
court - houses and jails are fashioned of logs , with the same tool;
in la.bar or hunting, in traveling by land or water, the a.xe isever
the companion of the backwoodsman.
With the first emigration there are no mechanics; and for many
yea,rs after

but few a.re f ound in the new settlements. The farmer,

therefore, makes almost everything that he uses. Besides clearing
land, building houses, and making fences, he

stocks his own plough,

mends his wagon, makes his ox - yokes and harness, and learns to supply
nearly a ll his wants from the forest •• The tables, bed - steads and seats
in his house are of his own rude workman - ship . At first, the dressed
skins of wilcl.animals

furnish the material for making moccasins; but

the farmers soon begin to ta.n their own leather and make their own
shoes; and there a.re thousands over the west who to this day continue
to ma.ke all the shoes
ly raise cotton

that are worn in their families. They universal

and often cultivate, also, hemp and flax;

the s:pin-

ni ng wheel and the loom, a.re common articles of furniture; and the
( ·~

whole hunting and farming population . are clad in fabrics of household
manufacture.

The . tra.veler, according to different modes of life,
- 6-
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is struck with the crude a.nd uncomfortable appearance of everything about this people -- the rudeness of their habitations, the carelessness of thefr agriculture, the unsi ghtly coarseness of all
their implements and furniture, the unambitious homliness of all
their goods and chattels, except the a.xe, the rifle and the horse- these being invariably the beat a.nd handsomest which their means
enable them to procure. But he is mistaken in supposing them to be
indolent a.nd improvident ; and is little aware how much ingenuity
and toil have been exerted in procuring the few comforts which they
poaess, in a, country without arts, mechanics, money, or comrnercia,l
intercourse.
The backwoodsman ha,s many substantial enjoyments. After the fa.tigue ·of his journey

and a short season of privation and danger, he

finds himself surrounded with plenty.

HHis cattle, hogs and potltry

supply his t abel with meat; the fore st abounds in game;
soil yields abundant crops;

the f erti 1 e

he has, of course, bread, milk and but-

ter; the rivers furnish fish, and the woods, honey. Fort hese various
articles there is at firs-t;, no market, and the farmer acquires the geJE
erous habit of spreading them profusely on his table, and giving them
freely to a hungry traveler and an indigent nei ghbor,
Hospitality a.nd kindness are among the virtues of the first
settlers, Exposed to co:r.in1on dangers and toils, they become united
'

by the closest ties of social intercourse. Accustomed to arm in ea.ch
other's defence, to a.id in ea.ch other's labor, to assist in the affect
ionate

duty of nursing the sikk, and the mournful office of burying

the dead, the best affections of the heart

are kept in constant

exercise; and there is, :perhaps, no cla,sv,. of men in our country who

-7-
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obey the ca.lls of friend-ship,

or the claims of b enevol enc e

with

. , t

such cheerful promptness, or with so liveral a sacrifice of personal convenience. ·

My lamented friend, the late Governor Morehead, of Kentucky, related in a. public address the characteristic incident of a
woman, who, on witnessing the de ath of a young man,
in his bed, , declared it was ••a. beautiful eight."
the first natural death that ha.d occurred

the strong cord of healthy life

It was probably

among the early settlers,

wro, dwelling amid scenes of violence and blood-shed
ed to see

who died quietly

were accustom-

suddenly broken, and to

witness the terror and anguish and excitement attending the l~st moments of a murdered ma.n. The stout warrior, strugr.rling with death, the
bereaved wife, the terror stricken children--the sobs df friends,
mingled with impreca.tions of ven p;ea.nce,

were familiar scenes. How dif

ferent the end of this favoured youth whose attenuated thread . of exist
ence wa.a gently parted,
welcomed death

a;

and who, pre-pa.red by a. kind Providence,

a. happy change.

We read mirvelous stories

·of the ferocity of western men.

The name of Kentuckian is continually associated with the idea of
fighting, dirking, and gouging.

The peoDle of whom we are now writ-

ing do not deserve this character.
mony,

They live tog:ether in R'. reat har-

with little contention, and less litigation. The backswoodsmen

are a generous and ~lacable race. They a.re bold and impetuous; and
when differences do arise among them, they are more apt to give vent
to·their resentment at once than than to brood over their wrongs, or
to seek lega.l redress. But this conduct is productive of harmony;

).

for men are always more guarded in their deportment to each other

( i

\

and more ca.utious of giving offense, when they

know tha.t the ,in-

sult will be quickly felt and instantly resented,
sequences of an offensice action

tha.n when the con-

are doubtful, and the retaliation

di etant.
~

~

we ha.ve no evidence tha.t the pioneers of k!\Lt"entucky

were

quarrelsome, or cruel; and an intima.te qcquaintance with the same
race, at a la.ter :period, ha.a led the writer to the conclusion that
they are a humane people; bold ,a,nd da.ring when . opposed to a.n enemy,
but amiable in their intercourse with each other and with strangers,
a.nd habitually inclined to peace.

Another generation ha.s grown up, :tlle

the sons of the pioneers, and the offspring of persons of wea.l th, many
of whom have been suffered to reach the years of manhood with defective
educations and without having been trained to any regular employment
a.nd among whom, as might be expected, are found idle, dissipated, and
violent men- - the gambler, the bully a.nd the duelist. The want of
schools, the ea.se with which a. livlihood was earned, a.nd the rapidity
with which fortunes were ma.de

some yea.rs ago, induced a degree of

im"Orovidence in the rea.ring of youth, and the number of those who grew
up without a.ny regular training, or any settled pu:pose, wa.s greater
than is common

in other pa rt s of our continent.

manners of the population is too obvious

The effect upon the

to need explication. But

the ch,,, ra.cter for brutal violence and and a.uda.cious blasphemy , has
been affixed to the :people of this region, chiefly through the means
of the boatmen and desperadoes who formerly infested our rivers and
kept the inhabitants of their shores in constant terror.
Before the introuction of steam - boa.ts

C)

immense canmerce wa.s chiefly carried on
-9-
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by means of keel-boats, or
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of BARGES,

(

--la.rge boats calcula.ted to descend a,e well as

the stream, a.nd which required many hands to navigate them.

to

a.scend
Each

Barge ·c arried from thirty to forty boa.tmen; and a, number of these

~

boa.ts frequently sailed in company. The arrival of such a squadron
a.t a small town , was the certain forerunner of a riot. The boa,tmen,
proverbially lawless a.nd dissolute, were often more numerous than
the citizens, and indulged without restraint, in every species of debauchery, outrage, a.nd mischief~

Wjerever vice exists will be found

many to a.bet and to ta.ke adva.nta.ge of its excesses, and these towns
,

were filled with the wretched ministers of crime.

Sometimes the citi-

zens, roused to indignation, attempted to enforce the laws.; but bhe
attempt was rega.rded as a, decla.ra.tion of war which arra.yed the offendeE
ere and their allies Yd:.til

in hostility; the inhabitants were obliged

to to unite in the defence of each other; and the contest usually
termina,ted in the success oft hat r,arty which ha.d lea.st to lose, and
were most prodigal of life and careless of consequences.
immigration to this _c ountry

The ra.pid

was beginning to afford these towns

such an increase of population as would have insured their ascendancy
over the despots of the river, when the introduction of steam boats
at once affected a revolution.
The subs ti tut ion of .machinery for ma.nuel la.bar
vast diminution

occasioned a.

of the number of men required for river navigation.

A st earn boat, with the ea.me C/\ew a.a a. barge, will carry ten times the
burthen and perform her voyage in a fifth part of the time required
by the latter. The bargemen infested the whol~ country,

by stopping

frequently and often spending their- nights on s~ore; while the steam
(

•

boa.t,s pass rapidly fran one large port to another, ma.king no halt,
-10-
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except to __:r~-c ~~ve or discharge mercha.ndise at intermediate pla.cee.
The
(" '

corr•manders of steam boats ~.re men of cha.ra.cter; property to an

immense amount, is entrusted to their ca.re; their responsibility is
grea.t; and they a.re careful of their own deportment, and of the conduct
of those under their control.
not only grea.tly reduced in

The number of boatmen, therefore, is
proportion tot he amount of trade,

but a

sort. of discipline is maintained among them, while the increase of :popu
la.tion has enabled the towns to enforce the regula,tions of their police.

-11 -

Pages 245 - - 252.
CHAPTER

XVI I •

Cha.ra.cter of the Pioneers -- The Scotch- Irish.
There was another class of settlers who followed close upon the
foot - steps of

th,J//

pioneers a.nd who deserve to be described sep 1

a.rat ely, as they form an exception fr,om the homogenous ma.as of
southern population already described, with whom, however, they
became kindly and intimately blended, and upon whose character they
ma.de

an important impression. I a.m indebted fort he brief account

I sha.11 give of them to a valuable \WOrkf by the Rev.Robert Davidson,
D.D., of Kentucky, published since. the first edition of these sketches.
Upon the subjuga.t ion of the northern pa.rt of I rela.nd by t he
Englmd!h, in the reign of James I, the Provine e of Ulster was settled
by Colonies from Great Brita in, to whom 1 ibera.l grants of land were
given.

"Owing to the vicinity and superior enterprise oft he peo -

ple of Scotland, the principal part of the settlers came from that
country; which circumstance afterwards gave rise to

the appellation

of Scotch- Irish, denoting , not the intermarriage of two races,
the peopling of one country
the Kirk of Scotland,

by the natives of another.

11

but

Rea.red in

th ese people brought with them the fervent

piety, the pure morals, and the inflexible devotion to their own form
of belief, which is cha.ra.cteristic of that church.
exist without the ordinances of public worship;
lish churches held the benefices,
Scot land
(

,

They could not

and while the Eng-

the Presbyterian ministers from

came over and bui 1 t up churches after their

own model.

This state of things was, for awhile, wisely tolerated; but
- 12 $ History of the Presbyterian Church in the State of Kentucky.

Pages 245--252.
a.fterwards, tmder the auspices of Wentworth a.nd Laud a fierce persecution was stirred up against the

Non-conformists of Ulster,

who, after yea.rs of suffering! · began to look to America. as a.n asylum from oppression. On the 9th of September, 1836, one hundred and
fo:rrty of these embarked

for New England, on board a ship they had

built, and called the Ea.gle Wing; but, being driven back by contrary winds, they landed in the western pa.rt of Scotla.nd, where they
were joined by many others. fugitives, also, from the strong

hand

of oppression, and the enterprise was, for the time, abandoned.
Had it been prosecuted, says our authority,
I

I

have attained a.s enviable a

"the Eagle Wing might

celebrity in the annals of America.n

coloni za.tion a.s the more fortunate May Flower. 11
From that time, with sane brief seasons of repose, the Scotch
Presbyterians were continually harassed by the intolerance oft he
English church and government, but their nunbers increased in Ulster
At length the fines, imprisonments and whippings became

so intoler-

able in 1679, 1682, and 1685, that crowds of exiles fled from oppression to Ea.st New Jersey, Carolina and Maryland. A considerable
:i;iortion of this enigra.tion was from the north of Ireland, and the :S:Ez.

....

Scotch-Irish continued to pour into Pennsylvania in such numbers
that
merous

in 1795, the Presbyterian churches there were sufficiently nu to form a Presbytery. A large portion of these settlers, seek

ing for new lands, or dreading from the Colonial authorities, persecutions like those they fled from, passed

through the more popu -

lous parts of the country and found homes in what were then the front

(

i er counties.
/

-13-
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Receiving continually new a.ccessions from a.'broad , the strea.m of
emigration extended southwa.rd until it crossed the Potoma.c , and
sprea.d through the Valley of VirgilJiia,

between the Blue Ridge and

the Alleghany Mountains.
They found nhere rich valleys, clothed with verdant grasses and
herba.ge, over which herds of buffalo and deer still grazed, and
where game of various kinds, abounded. These were favorite hunting
grounds of the Indians, who ca.me from the West, a.cross the mountains
at certain seasons of the yea.r, in sea.rah of game;
disposed to submit tamely

and who were not

to the intrusion of the white men. None

coul d liver here but hardy men who were willing to fight, and rea.dy
a.t all times, to defend themselves.

And thus lived these sturdy ixldl

Scotch-Irish emigrants. They endured the priva.tions and lea.rned the
ha.bi ts of the American ba.ckswoodsmen. Thoughtfula.nd austere, industri
ous a.nd conscientious, they foun_d no pleasure in the licence of the
hunter's life, which they pursued only so far as their necessities
required, preferring the quiet labors of the fa.rm. But they belong ed to a. brave, high-spirited race. Tall and athletic, temperate and
inured to labor, they were a people of great muscular energy, who
excelled in all such athletic exercises a.s they were induced to undertake; while their coolness and courage fitted them in an emi nent degree for military services.

They not only sustained themselv-

es manfully in the wilderness, but became blended and assimilated riil

j

·with the mass of backwoodsmen which soon swept over the Allegha.ni es, and were distinguished for their heroism and their numerous

a.dventures.

Their adaptation for frontier life was singularly and

harmoniously combined with a love for peace, a. high degree of mental
- 14-
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culture and a.n elevated s tanda.rd of morals. The churqh a.nd the
school house were among the ea.rliest structures in every neighborhood. While yet there were no wa.gons nor roads, rmor saw mills,
buildings of solid stone were erected
a.re told of a.n instance in which

for public worship; and we

the sand used inc onstructing a ldc.

church wa.s ca.rri ed six miles on the backs of hors es, and what i a worthy of notice, t.ha.t "th:'. s pa.rt of the work was a.11 done by the la.dies of the congregation." f .
In Dr.Foote's Sketches of Virginia., we find the following
gra.phic pa.ssa.ge, illustrative of the ha.bite of th:es,lpeople1 11 From
the time Mr.Cummings commenced preaching

a.t Sinking Spring up to

a.bout the year 1 ??6, the men never went to church without being
armed, and ta.king their families v·ith them. On ~abbath morning

duriR

ing'this period, it was Mr.Cummings' custom, for he was always a
very heat man in his dress, to dress himself, then p put on his shot
pouch, shoulder his rifle, mount his dun horse, and ride off to
church. There he met his gallant

and intelligent congregation,

ea.ch man with his rifle in his ha.nd. When seated in the meeting house
they presented, altogether, a most solemn and singular s-r ecta.cle.
Mr.Cummings' uniform ha.bit, before entering the house, was to take a.
short walk alone, while the congrega.tio Y' were seating themselves; he
would then return, at the door hold a. few words of conversation with
someone of the elders of the church; then would gravely walk through
this crowd, r1!lount the ste,s of the pulpit, deposit his rifle in a.
corner nea.r him, lay off his shot pouch, a.nd commence the solemn
)

worship of the day .

(

Among their other sterling qualities, the

Scotch- Irish were patriotic. They were staunch republicans, a.nd not

$ Howe's
)

11

History of Virginia.
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only the people, but their ministers, entered zealously into the
cause of the .American revolution; and it was of the population of
which they formed the chief part that Washington is reported to have
ea.id: "Tha.t s•hould a.11 his pla.ns be crushed, a.nd but a single standard. be left
him, he would
pla.nt that sta.ndard on the Blue Ridge
- - - - ..
.

...

.

make.tmlll:esmountain heights his barrier, a.nd rallying round him the
noble patriots of the

Valley, found, under better a.uspices, a new

republic in the west."#
The Scotch- Irish, a.a we have seen, were a tall a.nd muscular
ra.ce, well adapted by their physical qua.lities to b.ecome the pioneers
of new settlements and the founders of a, new people.

The whole pop-

ula.tion of the mountain and va.lley districts of Virginia were dis tinguished for their noble stature; and a. rema.rka.ble illustration of
this fa ct is recorded

of one of the conrna.ni es of volunteers from

Augusta, County, in the a.rmy of General Andrew Lewis, with which he
fought the battle a.t Point Pleasant.
Staunton

At their departure from

the men of this command were measured, and their sta,ture
I

respectively marked

upon the wall of - the bar - room of Sampson Ma.thews

where the record remained m1til the tavern was bu.rntda'oout
years afterwards.

None of them were less tha.n six feet

seventy
two inches

high, except two little fellows, ·· ho measured only six feet.
Such were the people who formed one of the advanced columns
in the great army of pioneers that conquered and s e ttled the west. The
same spirit which 1 ed them to resist

oppression in the land of

their fathers, the same elevation of principle and steadiness of
character which inspired them with courage to cling to their religion
(

.,

a.nd · their own form of fa.ith, under every vicissitude, the ea.me
#Davidson's Hi story, P. 21.
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independa.nce ' of thought and cha.racter, which has marked
.( ., I

their whole history, ma.de them a.rdent republicans and intrepid soldi era.
Wherever they pitched their tents in the wilderness, there
they erected a.n a.lter to the living and true God, and made the forests vocal with their hymns of praise; there, they clung to the soil
witht the tenacity of true patriotism, a.nd were ready to fight for
r

their country and their faith. They were not only willing to die for
the land of their adoption; but evinced, . perhaps, a higher devotion
in LIVING for it. They brought with them a Cjristian spirit of love
which was exerted zealously and coptinuously
fuse the gospel and

in efforts to dif-

and advance civilization. They ,cultivated the

arts of peace.

Roever simple in their habits, however abstemious

and even rude

in their general appointments, they could not live

without the means of education for their children, and carried t he
school master with them in all their migrations; a,nd that school master, the real, old fashioned Dominie, who believed in Solomon and
the rod, and knew not, nor dreamed of
suasion".

the modern heresy of"m oral

The pionee teachers ha,d cultivated learning in them -

selves, under difficulties, and had little idea of smoothing the
way for others.
The "Classical method" was among their earliest institutions;
and in ··,rude log huts were

j

were devoted men teaching not merely

the primer, but expounding the Latin poets, and explaining to future
lawyers and legislators

and generals, the severer truths of moral

and ma thematica.1 science • Many a. student who was :prepa,ring himself

( ' .·,

for the bar or the pulpit, held up the la.mp to youn~er a.spirants
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held up the ·· 1~mp to younger aspirants

i .,

for literary usefulness and

honor, in these primitive ha.unts, while the wolf barked in the
surrounding thickets, and the Indians were kept at bay by the
stout hearted sires of those

who thus pursued knowledge under diffie

culties. Quite a. number of the men who became distinguished in a,fter life

were prepared for college in such schools, and not a few

who acted well their pa.rte

in conspicuous stations, , without de-

.traying any deficiency of schola.r - shi:p, drank at no fountain of
1 earning

of any hi ghe_r name.

When the explorations of Boone, and others , to which we
have a.lluded, were made known in Virginia, the whole populatio:r1

•

became highly excited by the florid descriptions of the delightful
region of Kentucky; a.nd parties of emigrants began to fl eek thither

~

especially from the frontier counties. Among the earliest a,dventurers

were many of the Presbyterians from the Valley. The first pa.rty

of which we have any account

consisted of James, George, and Robert

M'Afee, James M'Coun, senior, and Samuel Adams, who set out in May,
1773, and descended the Kanawha. and Ohio in boats. these were soon
followed by others; and while all pa.rte of Virginia. were sending out
emigrants to the West , a steady stream of hardy men from the Valley
flowed continually in the s ame direction, forming it is true, a small
minority of the mass, but constituting one of its most important
elements. Their influence could not fail · to be felt in the forma, tion of the new society. Enterprising and brave a.a other men, they
bore their full share in all the labors a.nd perils

of the pio-

neers, while by t ri.eir example and exertions, , a. high tone of morals
~ -i·

was infused into the public mind . Sturdily and stoutly they wielded
-18 -

....
'

the axe a.nd . the sword; a.nd a.a stoutly and sturdily did they ·bea.r
the Bible in their minds , and found the institutions of their
new communities upon its :precepts.

In Kentucky, a.a in Virginia,

the school master w,ae the humble compa.nion and adjunct ·of the
Presbyterian minister; the meeting house and the school house grew
up together; and the footprints of the receding Indian were
ly effaced before grammer
chiem

scarce -

and rheioric, and the Westminst•r catee

began to be taught.
· The Scotch- Irish element would ha;rdly, at first sight,

seem well adapted to mingle with the English Ca.valier blood of the
Old Dominion.

But never did two streams flow together more kindly.

The lesser branch preserved its individuality of character as Pres byteria.ns, planting their standard firmly, and winning converts
by their Christian fai thfulnes.s and denomina.tional tenacity. In a.11
other respects they became engra.fted with the people, and entirely
merged their nationality. We know of no other instance in the United
States , in which a. forei gn population has, in so brief a period,
become so completely absorbed
which the peculiarities of race

into the mass of the people; and in
have been so thoroughly effaced.

In Pennsylvania the descendants of the same race are still a marked
p eople,

distinguished by their thrift, their tempera.nee, and their

qui et, Sc otch humor, and the rich brogue which survi vez the lapse of
time and the changes of ·soil and climate; while, in Kentucky the off spring of that race are Kentuckians, without any peculiarity of
speech or manners. At the same time they had too much cha.racter to
become mingled with another people, without producing an impres sion;

and there is little doubt that in the Kentucky cha.racter the
- 19-
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which forms its· basis, has

been modified in some degree by this small, but energetic addition.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN.
Character of the Pioneers - -Men of Educa,tion among Them--The
Kentuckians a.n enthusiastic, poetic and eloquent people.
At the close of the rev~lution

her military officers
KENTUCKY.

the State of Virginia

by dona.tions of land in

rewarded

the then DISTRICT of

Many of these gentlemen, who, with others, a.t the close of, the

war, found themselves without employment,

emigrated to that country,

carrying twith them the courage, skill, and lofty notions ificident to
military c cmma.nd. They became the leaders in the Indian wars; and a.s
bravery is held necessarily, in the

highest estimation, among people

who areexposed to danger, they soon became the popular men of the
country, and filled many of the ci11il offices •• A number of these gentlemen had been active and distinguished soldiers who had reaped the laurels
of sucessful valor, and earned the gratitude of their country; while
they were, a.t the same time,-men of education and refinement. They had
all the high tone of Virginia feeling, together with the military pride
and the knowledge of the world acquired in several years of service.
Seldom has a new community enjoyed

the ra,re advantage of numbering

among the founders of her institutions, men in whom were united

such

rare and happy endowments. They had the polish and elegance of gentlemen¥"
with the muscular strength and courage of the backwoodsmen, They were
accustomed to war and to the athletic exercises

of the forest, They

rode well, and wielded the rifle with fatal precision; they were successful warriors, and good hunters; yet they were well bred men, of easy
manners, cultivated minds, liberal opinions, and unbounded hospitality~

--:n-

A fair proportion of them were persons of extensive property; or a.t

least, in easy circumstances, which placed them above selfi:sh considera.ti ons, and enabled them to live up
Virginian chara.ct er
imbibed their spirit

to the na.ti ve liberality of the

The people, and the institutions of the country
Brave and hardy the Kentuckians must have been

from their manner of life; but we must attribute much of their hospita,li ty

their polish, and their ami~llll

-men of Virginia, who

intelligence, to the

gentle -

came in early times to this State, bringing with

them educa.tion, wealth and talents, and whose cha.ra.cter is now diffus ed over the whole West and impressed on the institutions of the newer
Sta.tea.
Another fact istjue of Kentucky,

which does not occur in the

history of the other Western states, or of new countries in general.
This District, when first settled, formed a. -part of the-territory of
Virginia, lying in actual contact with the mother state; and its set
tlement was considered ra.ther an expansion of

the OLD DOMINION, than a.a

the forma.tion of a new community. We do not discover, either in the
tra.ditions, or the writings of

of these times,

which have canecbwn to

us, that the settlers of Kentucky were called Emigrants. The idea. of
expatriation did not connect itself with their change of residence;
they MOVED OUT

to an unsettled part of their own state, considered

themselves as remaining in their E:mix:i.2-l'Jli:

native land; and transferred

to the soil of Kentucky all the :oride, the local att s chment, the love
of country

which we find so prominent, so charact eris tic, so graceful

in the Virginian character. They were still Virginians. ·

(

The peculiarities of the society thus constituted were but
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little a,dul terated by manners

or ins ti tut ions foreign from their

own; there was little emigra.tion to Kentucky from any other states
than Virginia. and

North Carolina.

a,ny from the Eastern States.

None from lrurope, and scarcely

There wa.s, therefore, a purely American

popu1ation, whose institutions began to be organized a.ta period contempora,neous with the birth of our nationa.l independence, when the
pride of newly gained freedom was glowing brightly, and patriotism was
a new-born a.nd highly cherished virtue.
When all these fa.eta a.re consid.ered, in connection with the
geographical position, the fertility, and the resources of the country
it is not difficult to
of national character

understa~d the causes of fuose peculiarities
which have a.lwa.ys dist·inguish~d the Kentuck-

i a.ns, a.nd which st i 11 point them out to the most ca,sual observer a.a
a separate -people. The first stock were hunters, or milita.ry men--a.n
athletic, vigorous race, with hardy frarr. es, active minds, a.nd bold
spirits; and they lived for years surrounded by dangers

which kept

them continually alert, and drew them oft en into a.ct i ve mi li ta.ry service, Obliged to tltrink and a.ct for themselves, they acquired independence of thought and ha.bi tua.l promptitude of demeanor. Separated · from
the parent sta.te, and com"9elled to tuild up their own civil institutions, they canvassed freely every subject
l

connected with their po-

tical rights and internal policy. They inherited the frankness and

g enerosity of the southern · chara.cter; and these traits were not deteriorated by their residence in a · ff~tt½:t@OOlj~iMYry, surrounded with
abunda.nce. Courage would, naturally be held in high estimation by a

(

.,
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people ;Nhose a,noestors
(

·

were bra.ve a.nd oontimia.lly engaged in wa.r-

fare; a.nd we find, a.cordingly, that this virtue is still in grea.t
repute a.mong the Kentuckians. They are daring, impetuous, and tenaceous of their honor; chivalrous, fond of adventure, courteous to fem~les, and hospitable to the stranger.
~~•

And . is it no•t obvious that the Kentuckians must be an enthus-

iastic, a poetic and an eloquent race?

Tha.t they are so, in fact, we

are all aware, and it seems na.tural tha.t such should be their char. a.ct er. The mercuria.l temperament of the

southern cons ti tut ion has

been preserved in themand improved by the ccircumstances of their history; to the high-toned

f F eling

and hot blood of the south there has

be en added a. ha.rdiness of frame, and an energy of mind, naturally
growing out of the incidents of border life. They live in a land of
unrivalled ·bea.uty, where the bounties of heaven have been poured out
upon the aarth in rich profusion--in a wide, a boundless country,
filled with gigantic productions. The whole period oft heir history
is crowded with romantic adventure. -From their cradles they have
been accustomed to lsiten to the wildest and most curious legends-to tales of such thrilling horror a.s to curdle the blood of the hearer
while they awaken his incredulity. Their traditions are wonderfully
rich, and full of the most absorbing interest.
family which does not presserve

There is hardly a.

the reminiscence of sane mournful

catastrophe, or cherish the recollection of a daring e~ploit.

With

such an ori gin, such scenes, and such recollections, they cannot be
other than an original and highly :trE!lnantic people.
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INTRODUCTION.
Kind Reader:
You ha.ve in this Journa.l presented to your, view my
travels in two visits to the Indians in on the Rivers Ohio and Scioto; together with what endeavors were made to civilize the heathens
a.nd my judgment on tha,t subject.
t i cular na.rra.ti ve

I cannot be expected tha.t a. pa.r-

of the occurrences of every day should be giyen,

because this would render the work voluminous, and too expensi~e; but
remarks were made on whatever was thought

most worthy of notice ••

Perhaps it might be asked, what motives influenced me to
a. journey

undertake

attended with so much expense, hardships and fatigue?

By reading of the scriptures it a.ppea.red

tha.t the gospel is to be

preached to all nations , and that some out of all shall join in the
praises of the Lamb of God: seeing but little signs of the Kingdom
of Christ among us , it was thought that it might be

the day of

God 1 s mercy and visitation of these neglected savage nations. And
notwi thsta.nding the discouragements met with, I am not yet convinced
but something might be done for their good, if the a.t t em1Jt was suita.bly countenanced.

Thoughts relative to this subject have been in

my mind for several years past, and at timee, with an ardent desire
to try what might be done; but my circumstances prevented any attempts

till the beginning of the summer

Anno Domini 1772; when, in

company with Mr.John Holmes, who traveled for his health,
my first tour, and returned from my second

I began

on the la.st of"·Ap_igm.l,;'.'.;-.' . .
.

' \•t

~ l l,,

( .

1773; containing the travels of one year, lacking a few days, including the space of near two months
journey.

-1-

between my first and second

, I
---,

Concluding it would favor my dE:sign, and from a. desire to dfl~ia:\e
(

,

in the ministry, without dependa.nce upon the ,people, ha,d views of
settling

on the ea,st side of the river Ohio, in a. province then ex-

pected to ta.ke :pla.ce

under the propriety of Messrs. Fra.nklin, Whar-

ton, Ba.ynton, Mprga.n, a.nd others.

This induced me to take a more

extensive survey 6f the country tha.t what otherwise might ha.ve been
expected; qonsequently, am a.ble to describe this new world more to
the satisfaction of such a.a desire to be acquainted with it. For the
gratification of the reader and the better understanding of some paragraphs in the following .Tournal,

it wa.s thought - proper thus to

premise a few things; believing that most readers will enjoy as much
plea.sure

as him tha.t act aa:lya.lly passed thr~,ugh the scene. It

would be esteemed a.s no small compensation
Journal might be

a.ny means of exciting

person better qualified

to my hardships

if this

a. pious emulation in some

to engage in the important work of civiliz~

ing the poor, neglected Heathens; a.nd if any should be so disposed,
cordially I wish Godspeed i_n the same; and remain the rea.der' s unworthy
servant in

the Gospel of Christ.

D.

II
l
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A JOURNAL OF TWO VISITS TO THE INDIANS.

Ma,y 4, Anno Domini l 772, having preps.red for my j urney and
committed a 11 to the di sposa.1 of Di vine Providence, went to Phi la,delphia and convers·ed with Messrs. W-ha.rton, Ba.ynton a.nd Morgan

concern-

ing settling on the river Ohio; a.cquainted them, also, with my designs
of vi_siting the Indians. They all were well pleased, and ga.ve me_ what

.

.

encouragement v.as then in their power. Mr.Wh.arton wa.s so kind . as to
recommnd me to the notice of

col. Croghan at Fort Pitt, a.s hevas

well qualified, from his long acquaintance with the Indians, to be of
great use to me in prosecuting my design; and I understood that Mr.
Morgan was so good, also, a,s to write to the colonel in my favour.
Plea.sed with the present prospects, left Phila.de-lphia; and in
order to see some kindred and frienu, went thro' the province of
Ma.ryla.nd, and on the 1eth of Ma.y came to the Chief

town of tha.t

province, situated on good, navigable water, _in the County of Baltimore, which is also the name of the town.

'Tis a, town of great busine$

considering its age, is connected in trade with the western parts of
Pennsylvania,

and appears i~ a prosperous state. I was there on the

Lord's day, and was favoured with an opportunity of preaching in the
Presbyterian meeting house,

the minister being absent.

A number of

the hearers a u-p ea.red g enteel, and very well dressed; but was sorry to
see the beha,vious of some

so v_e ry unbecoming the solemn worship of

God- - from whose omniscient ins p ection nothing can be hid. My hearty
wishes a.re that instea.d of whispering, talking and laughing in the
time of di vine service, all those ~ersons especially who a.re in an ex -

a l ted ~',jat 1:on · of life may always conduct themselves on such occ'.~ ions

agreeable to their genteel appearance.
meeting house was erected;

When I wa.s there no Baptist

but severa.1 persons oft-hat 3)ersuasion
- 1-
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were consulting to ma.lee preparations for one; a.nd I have been informed
that a lot of land

ha.a been purchased for tha.t purpose.

from tnence Ma.y 14th;

traveled on a. course of W.N.W.

Set out

60 miles to

an inland town in said province called Fredericks-Town, 'tis situated on and surrounded with good land , and a. pleasing country; and
though it is so distant from na.viga.tion, 'tis sa.id th~re are scarcely
I

any goods. in Baltimore or Philadelphia. but what may be had here, on
almost as reasonable terms.

-1-
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December 27, Jn the morning parted with my brother and ot.her
friends, committing the event to Providence; set out in my voyage to
the Sha.wa.nnee towns. The weather w a.a snowy and severe; yet, being
la,pped up in bla.nketa, received no damage. At night encamped on
the west side of the Ohio, and by the a.ssista.nce of a. large fire,
slept more comfortable than can be imagined by those who a re strangers to such lodgina,
Monday 28, the wind blowing from the south ma.de the river so
rough that most part of the day it was impossible to travel. It is
said by the tr adera
Ohio,

that the wind almost universally blows up the

especially in winter, nor do I remember it otherwise. If this

continues· to be the case it must be of great advantage to trade on
this river. Perhaps it would puzzie the greatest philosopher to assign
a natural cause for the wind's blowing up this stream in the winter;
but it is ;1lai n Providence has so ordered it • At evening Mr .Kelly coim
eluded tha,t, a.s the wind abated, it was duty to continue e.t the oars
all night;

therefore, we set out, and it was thought by morning

we were a.bout eight miles below the little Canhawha,.

J

\ 'i_ ··.• :. ... \ ·,

· · , Pages 39-46.
Thie •ni 'g ht was severely cold - -the canoe wa.s loaded near eight ( ,.,;

een inches

ab-0ve .its sides;

on this wa.s my lodging. Though well

furnished with bla.nkete , ,vae a.fraid my feet would have been frozen.
It may well be supposed that thoughts of sleep in such apparsnt danger
were not the W(oet plea.sing; for, moving a few inches in sleep
would ha.ve ma.de the bottom of Ohio
rose in my mind

to be my BED. Many thoughts a-

what might be the event• at la.st, believing tha.t God

ha.d a. command of my thoughts in sleep, and could keep me from
dreaming;, or starting in my sleep,
slept without fear.

committed all into Hie hand and

In the mo - ning found myself safely preserved

through the ca.re of h:ini whose tender mercies

a.re over all the

works of his rands.
Tuesda.y, 29.

The wind, being contrary, traveled · but 11 ttle

W~dnesday, 30, the morning being pleasant, set out for the
Great Ca.nawha, passed Hockhocking, which is a pretty large creek,
coming from the west side of Ohio. Several creeks ca.me in from the
ea.et side, some of which were pa.seed in the night. The la.mi passed
in the day time i?'l err,egenera.l, a.ppea.red good and level. About break of
day, pa.seed the mouth of the Grea.t Ca.nha.wha.

This is a. grea.t river

that comes from the borders of Virginia, and is said to be about 300
yards wide a.t the mouth. The land about this river is esteemed very
good, and it is said the seat of Government will be here; but perhaps the ~reat

Guia.ndat will be found best for the metropolis. The

mouth of this river, according to the calcula.tion of Mr.Hutchins, is
226 miles below Fort Pitt, but his assistant, Mr.Hooper, by actual
survey tolx me he

ound it much more- - traders esteem it 250. This

morning took breakfast of chocolate

using rmn as a.n ingredient in- -~:

stead of milk, and seemed very useful here in the wilderness,
where flesh wa.s out · chief pro vision.
-3-
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Thursday 31, set out for Great Guinda:t-- • . The river Ohio,
in general, bore a S.W.course, and a little more westerlyJ but it is
very crooked in many pla.ces. This day being fair and pleasant, we
we traveled a grea,t dis-tance , so that the day following, a.t about

11 o'clock, we passed the mouth of Great Guiandat, being J'anuary 1,
I

1?75.

This creek is very la.rge, a,nd it is said tha,t

it origina,tes ·

from Clinch Mountain, which separates it from Ho.ls ton River, a.nd,
according to information, is situated

west of the southern pa.rte of

Virginia. If falls do not prevent, from the appearance of this creek
it may be navigable a great di stanc.e for ca.noes, end such small
craft.

K

Here the la.nd a pp ears charming and 1 evel, well supplied with

fine, black oa.k timber; a,nd was informed that it abounds with extraordinary springs , especially, a.bout the branches that make this ~1ur
creek.

In this part of the country, even in the winter sea.son,

pasturage is so good that creatu r es are well supplied
assistance.

without any

Here a.re a, great a.bunda.n ce of buffaloes, which are a.

epeci es of cattle, as some sau.ppollle, left here by former inhabi tant e. To such a.a t ra.vel this country, it is most evident that it
has formerly been inha.bi ted by some people who had the use of iron.
I have been informed by sundry persons tha.t

that up some of these

creeks a. pair of mill stones are to be seen, where it is probable a.
mill formerly stood.
seems

Below this creek's mouth the bank of Ohio

near one hundred feet higher than

in common; so that no place we pa.seed

the surface of the water

promised superior advantages

for a town, as it will a.lways be ea.fe from floods of , v.,a,ters, and
easy for the inhabitants of the colony to tranport their produce
down the stream.

The mouth of thi a creek, according to Mr. Hut chin's

calculation, is three hundred and eight miles below Fort Pitt;
-4 - .

but

some think it considera.bly farther, and .from Mr.Hooper's actual

f 'i
'

survey, it is probable it may be so.

About fifteen miles below,

.

1:)8,

ss ed a stream near a.s large a.a this, oa.lled Great Sandy Creek.

According to information,

on the hea.ds of these creeks is the most

beautiful and fertiile country to be settled that is anywhere in
this new colony; would therefore recommend it
ed to settle in this new world.
perpetual slaves

to such as are dispose

Here the inha.bi tants will not be

to suppott their creatures _, for the winters are

mild and short , being near the end of latitude 38, or the beginning of 39. Continguous to this, if none in it, ax e the famous salt
springs, which are a, peculiar favor of God in this la.nd so di st ant
from the sea.

Throughout this country,

in various places, salt

s prings a.re to be seen; but more,abundantly, in . the southern parts
the waters of which, if boiled, produces very penetrating salt,
some of which I s aw. ,yself.
ln this · country, also, are to be seen alum mines, as the
people cal 1 them; but some of them, from a chimi cal experiment,
ap ·0 ea.r to be rather a. mixture of vitriol with a.lum.

This country

ha.s its excellences, a.swell a.s some seeming disadvantages, among
which the grea.t abundance of stone coal ma.y

be reckoned as

one ad-

vantage, especially in process of time. The blacksmiths a.bout Red stone use none other in their sho9s, and find it answers their pur pose well; nor is it defective for materials to erect the best of
buildings; for there is no scarcity of limestone and excellent
quarries of freestone.
a turn

and runs for many miles near due north; and from thence to

the mouth of Sciota.

l

1

At Great Sandy Creek the river Ohio makes

its course may be said to be

more westerly.

- 5-

s.w.

and a little

i Satur~ay Jan. 2, it rained BO that we were obliged to remain in
camp, and though we stretched 'our blankets, the rain wa.s Bo effective
that

we lay soaking wet in our beds through a gre,!:l,t pa:r t of the

night.

No night seemed more uncomfortable than this; yet was not

sensible of any damage receiyed.
January 3. It rained most pa.rt of the day so th~,t part .o f us ·
rema,ined in camp; but others,being worse diapoa~d, went

out to hunt

though we were not in rea,l want of provisions. It was so ordered
that they killed nothing.

Upon their return, reminded them of

I

their impiety, and that Providence prevented thE::ir successes. All
that wa.s said seemed only like darting straws against the wind,

for

sense of duty was lost.
Monday

4.

Set out for the river Siota., and about the middle of

the day came to the mouth of it.

The Shawa.nne Indians formerly liv -

ed near the mouth of this river;

but finding that their enemies had

too easy access, they moved their
mouth of Siota. may be more tha.n

ha.bi ta.ti on u:9 the stream. The
two hundred yards wide, and was then

very deep, occasioned by the late ra.i ns. It is said that the mouth of
this river terminates

the colony ex pected to take place. Fors ome

miles before we arrived to this river, mountains seemingly impassable
appeared terminating in several to:9s, sovered with pine shrubs S.E.
of Ohio.
t ermi na.t e

These mountains approach n ; gher the river Ohio, till they
at the edge of the s trea.m

almost opposite to , the mouth of

Siota. It is said that there is a way to pass over rather 'celow

Sciota; and after traveling about

fifteen miles you will come to

a. famous i evel land covered with good :pastura.ge and a.bounding with

(

fine springs of water, inviting inha.bi tants to :parta.ke of the rich
:productions of Providence.

TJis must be connected with, or part of
- 6-

the land

describe<:\ above, on the branches of Great Sandy Creek

a.nd Guia.nda;t.

The name which the Sha.wa.nnees give

slipped my memory;

Siota ha.a

but it signifies "Ha.try River".

tell us that when they came first to live here

The Indians

deers were so plenty

that, in the vernal season, when they ca.me · to drink, the stream
would be t-hick of hairs;

hence, they gave it the name.

Enca.m:ped on the ea.st side oft his river,
••Red Ba.nk"

and indeed, this is the first pla.ce

at a. place called
in which we

could encamp with safety; for, near the mouth, in floods the waters
of this river and Ohio unite, covering all the low land; the two rivers, for a mile or better, running near the same course, and not fa.r
.
.
apart. According to Mr.Huthins, the mouth of this river is situated
in latitude 38 and 22 minutes, and as Ohio runs three hundred and
fifty-six miles

below Fort Pitt.--Traders call it four hundred

miles, and from the remarks of Mr.Hooper,
near the matter.

it may be supposed to be

Pages 11-12- ·

· ·

·~

/J ·

· -·• • . :. • - ~

, were consulting to make prepa.ra.tions for one; a.nd I nave ·ceen informed that a lot of land has been purcha.sed for that purpose.
Set out from thence · May 14th; traveled on a course

of W. N.

w.

60 miles to a.n inland town in said province called Fredericks-Town,

'tis situated on, and surrounded with good land,
try; and 'though . it is so distant from navigation,

and a plea.sing coun'tis ea.id there

a.re scarcely any goods in Baltimore or Philadelphia but what may be
ha.d here, on almihst a,s reasonable terms.

Pages 39- 46.
December 27, in the morning parted with my brother
friends, committing the event to Providence

and other

set out in my voyage

to the Sha.wannee towns. The weather"V a.s snowy a.nd severe; yet, being
lapped up in blankets, received no damage. At night encamped on the
west side of the Ohio, and by the assistance of a large fire,
more comfortably than can be imagined
8uch lodging.

:,z

slept

by those who are strangers to

Monday 28, the wind blowing from the south made the river so
rough that most part of the da.y it was impossible to travel. It is
said by the traders, that the wind almost universa.lly blows up the
Ohio, es u ecially in winter, nor do I remember it otherwise. If this
continues to be the case

it must be of great advantage to trade on

this river. Perhaps it would puzzle the greatest philosopher to as sign a natural cause for the wind's blowing up this stream in the
winter; but it is plain Providence ha.s so ordered it. At evening Mr.Kel
ly concluded

that, a.a the wind abated, it was duty to continue a.t

the oars all night; thererore, we set out,
(

morning

and it was thought by

we were about eight miles below the little Canhawha.
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III.

Conspiracy.

Pa.gee 44-55.
In the year 1806, the western country began
turbed

to be again dis-

by the machinations of politioe.l agitators. An event has .

seldom occurred.
which has crea.ted

so intrinaica.lly ineignifica.nt in its results,
so grea.t a sensation as the conspira.cy of Burr;

which, indeed, derives its consequence, principally,

from t ·he <riMxx

celebrity of the names a.tta.ched to it, a.nd the ignorance of the
_world

as to its final object. Burr was the rival of Hamilton;

Hamil-

ton, the friend of Washington--his milita.ry aid, his political advisor
his social compa.nion-- equa.lly eminent as a soldier, a,n orator, a wri t'er, a financier, a.nd aa

lawyer. The ma.n who could make Hamilton

experience, or even counterfeit,
"The Stern joy that warriors feel,
In foemen worthy of their steel,

11

must ha.ve sttod fa.r a.bove mediocrity. Colonel Burr wa.s the son of a
gentleman

eminent for his learning a.nd piety, for many yea.rs presi-

dent of the most celebrated college in America,; and wa.s, himself, a
ma.n of trans cenda.nt genius, and grea.t a.t ta.inments. He was rerna.rka.bl e
for the elegance of his manners, the seductiveness of his address,
the power a.nd StnJetness of his eloquence; but more so, perhaps, for
the boldness a.nd energy of his mind. Burr had contendeed, unsuccessful
ly with Jefferson, for the_Presidential chair, which he los; by a,
single vote; but while he filled the · econd place

in point of digni -

ty, few at that time would have assigned him a.n inferior station in
point of talents.

--1 -
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The duel between Hamilton a.nd Burr filled the na.tion with as( .·

toniernnent a:nd grief- -grief for the death of a great and useful man,
a.nd a.etonisl:nnent a.t the delusion which
the corpse of Hamilton at hie feet,

occa.sioned it. Burr, with

might have felt the triumph

of conquest; but it was a momentary flush I the laurels of the
hero, watered by the tears of his country, reta.ined their verdure;
and even those who might have rejoiced at his political fall, execrat
ed the destroyer of his existence.
Shortly after this bloody catastrophe, the conduct of Burr·bega.n to again exci t the attention

of the public.

He had resigned hie

former employments, forsaken his usua.l haunts, and was 1 ea.ding an erra.ti c and mysterious life. He frequently traveled

incognito, perform

ed long and ra.pi d journeys , and remained by a. short time at any one
place. This restlessness was attrubuted to uneasiness of mind,and
many began to syrr.pathize with him whom they supposed to be thus tortll'
ed with the stings of conscience.
workings of his mind,

But, whatever might have been the

he soon evinced that its fire was not quench-

ed, nor its ambition sated.

He was now seen traversing the western

wilds , eagerly seeking out the distinguished men of that country,
particularly, those who :9rofessed military experience, or had hearts
a.live with the stirring impulses of ambtt±on.
These indications were quickly succeeded by others, of a more
decided character. Secret as his intentionsw were, the first movement
towards their execution

a.wakened

suspicion. The assembling of men

and collecting munitions of war roused the Government to action. Burr

was arrested, his pla.na defeated, his adherents dispersed,
reputation blasted.

a.nd his

He became an exile and a wanderer; and, after
-2-

years of ~~_ff. _e ~_ing, returned to his native land , to become an ineignifica~t mem~~~ of that bar, of which he· had been among the highest
ornaments, an obscure citizen of that country

over whose councils

he had presided; a.nd to add a,nother to the list of splendid men who
great without benefit to themselves
be preserved

or others, and whose names will

only
"To point a mora,l, or a.dorn a tale."

Re wa.s entirely aba.ndoned;

never was a man more studiously

avoided , more unanimously condemned. The voice of eulogy was silent.
the breath of party was hushed. Of the many who ha.d admired and loved him, none ventured to express their love or admiration. One fatal
a.ct of folly, or of crime, had obscured all the brilliance of a
splendid career; and, although acquitted of treason by a Court of
J"ustice, a. higher tribunal, that of public opinion,
verse the sentence

r-efused to re-

which consigned him to disgrace.

Such was the fate of Burr; but his plans are yet enveloped in
mystery. A descent on some part . of Spanish America,
lishment of an inde ·, endant government

and the estab-

ha.a been stated to have been

the object; but it is alleged that a. separation of the western states
from the Uni on formed a part of the pro1jl.ect. The la.tt er cha.rge
rests entirely

upon the evidence of General

whose chivalrous disposition

Ea.ton,

a gentleman

led him through many singular adventur• 6

and whose history, a.a recorded by himself, presents a more favourable
nicture of his heart and genius
of warm tem -c erament

than of his judgment.

He was a. ma.n

who adopted ha.sty and vivid im!)ressions from

the impulse of the moment. From his testimony I should be inclined to
believe that Colonel Burr had cherished

some vague i dea.s respecting

a. dis junction of the Union; but it does not appear that these spe_cula
.

ti"ons were ever matured

.

into any settled pla.n, or confided :to his
- 3-
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adherents.

I am led to this conclusion by the characters of Colonel

Burr, and the gentlemen ·who were i'mpli ca.ted with him in hi a di sastrous expedition.
Burr was a ma.n od extended views, a close :pbaerver of men and
manners; and it is not to be presumed that that he would have lightly
embraced a, scheme

so frau ght with treason, madenss and folly. He knew

the American people well. He had srudied them with the eye of a Bta.tesm
man .a.nd with the intense interest of an ambitious political aspirant. His rank in society, his political st~.tion,

and his extensive

pract ive at the ba.rthre open a wide and varied scene to his obel!!rvation and exhibited his countrymen to him in a variety of lights and
shades.
Nor was Burr the man upon whom such opportunities would be
lost. To him, the avenues of the human heart were all familiar, and
he could penetrate with·ease, into
waw his delight;

its secret recesses •. To study man

to study his countryment, his business. Coule he, :to

then, have been a. stranger to their. intelligence, their sense of honor,
their habits of calculation, and their love for their republican institutions?

Could he ex:pect to transform a.t once

tastes, and morals of a people conspicuous

the ha.bi ts, f eelingi

for their courage and polit

ical integrity?- - for such are the people of the western states. It
has been sunposed, and with some Jla.usibility, that his hope~ were
founded

on the dissatisfaction evinced

by the western people at the

time of the discussion of our right to na.viga.te the lUsl!lissippi. It is
true that the rude a.nd unprovoked violation of our privileges

on the

river by Spa.in e xcited a.n universal burst of indignation throughout
the union.

It is also true that this feeling was most warmly display-

ed in the west.

In the Atlantic states, the insult was felt as

im -

plies.ting our national honor; in the west, it wa.s a matter of vita.l
-- 4-
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importance to all, and of personal interest to every individua.1~ and
as such it ca.me HOME TO MEN'S BUSINESS AND BOSOMS. The Mississippie
was the natural outlet, a.nd New Orlens the ma.rt for the

for the pro-

duce of the west; and when that ma.rket, to which they believed they .
had a:n imdde'l.ea:~ a.ble right of access

was barred to them, it was but

natural tmr.x and common impulse of the huma.n mind

which induced a

people at all times proud, impetu0us, and tenaoeous, to call for vengeance a.nd redress with a sternness and impatience cammensurat e with
their injuries.

the concilia.tory spirit and tardy policy of Mr.Jef-

ferson, neither satisfied their feelings, nor suited their exigencies; and they were willing to impute to tameness inthe executive
or to a disregard for their interests that which might have been the
result of national weakness, or mistaken policy, Believeing themselves
to be abandoned by the general government, they felt it a duty to J>Xd
protecttheir own invaded rights; a.nd if the government had not interposed -with effect,
whom/

they would doubtless have drawn the sword against

the Govermnent?

No, but aga.inst the common enemy. In this

there was no treason or disaffection, no estrangement from their sister sta.t es, ne breach of fa.i th with the Government, nor vi ola,t ion of
the compact.

It was only saying to the Federal head, "defend us, or

we will defend ourselves,"
If Colonel Burr expected to fan these feelings into

rebel-

lion he had either more boldness or less wisdom than has been commonly placed to his credit; and had he o:penly avowed th: s project
would ha.ve ca.11 ed down upon his head

he

the impreca ti one of a. people who

if they had spared his life, would not have forgiven so foul and insult to their virtue and understa.nding. But, let us ask who were the
adherents of Colonel Burr?

Who were they who were to share his for-

tunes, to reap with him the proud la.urels of successful valour; or the
'

~n~a.my of foul rebellion?

Were they persons of obsure name and

des-

.·-'.' I.

'

.
· ... _perate
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.
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fortune, or were they men of good blood and fa.ir fame!

These

questions are embarrassed with· some uncertainty, because most of the
men who have been accused of adhering to Colonel Burr, ha.ve denied
the fact; and I wish not to accuse anything as a fact on this delicate subject, which is, or has been controverted. But it has not beene
nied · that ma.ny "prosperous gentlemen" were enga.ged in this enterprise; a.nd ma.ny others suspected, with a belief so strong as to a.mount almost to a certainty; and among these were men whom the people
have since exa.l ted to

the most importa.nt trusts, and c onfied in with

the most implicit reliance. Among them were men of high standing, who
ha.d reputations to be tarnished, fortunes to be lost, a.nd families to
be embarrassed; a.nd many hgihseuled youths whose proud a.spirings after
fame could never have been gratified amid the horrors of a civil war
and the guilty scenes of rebellion.
It is arugued against these gentlemen

that they have uni-

formly denied their ~onnection with Burr, which it is supposed they
would not ha.ve done

ha.d they known his designs to be innocent. But

this I do not conceive, to be a fair argument. The united voice of the
shi le nation ha.d decla.red Burr to be a. trator
the obloquy

and his adherents shar(i

which was heaped upon their misguided leader. Even admit-

ting their innocence, or their own belief of it, still it would have
been a. hopeless task for this
asseverations
them,

a 1 so,

handful of men to oppose their feeble

to the "voice :potentia.1 11 of a whole people.

Many of

were candidates for office, and they found the a.venues of

preferment closed by the a.nethemaes :pronounced
all who were concerned

by the :people against

in what they believed to have been ra.nk con- ·

spi ra.ey. They might, therefore, ha.ve bent to the current which they
could not stem.
-6-
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Blennerha;1a°set' wa.e an Irish ·gentlema.n of cozy fortune-·-a ma.n de'(

voted to science, who retired from thew orld in the hope of finding ha.ppiness in the union of li tera.ry a.nd rural occupa.tion. He sel-

ected this isla.nd as his retreat, a.nd spared no expense in beautifying and· improving 1 t. He is described a.a having been retiring in his
habits, nimble in his propensities, greatly addicted to chemical
studies, and a passiona.te lover of music.

In this romantic spot,

and in these innocent pursuits he lived; and, to crown the enchantment of the sc.ene, a wife who ie said to have been lovely even beyond her sex, and gra.ced with every accomplishment

tha.t could render

it irresieta.ble, had blessed him with her love, ·a.nd

a.nd made him the

father of her children. But Blennerha.sset, in an evil hour, became acquainted with Burr;

he imbibed the poison of his ambition, became in-

volved in his intrigues, and shared his ruin--a ruin as complete, desei
ola.te and hopeless

a.a his former state had been serene and bright.

Whatever were Burr's

intentions, it is certain that they em-

braced schemes so_ alluring, . or so magnificent a.a to win the credulous
Blennerha.saet

from the abstractions of study and the blandishments

of love. This island became the center of operations.
deposited, a.nd men collected.
fires, young gentlemen
men•s fea;sts"

Here arms were

and here, assembled a.round their wa.tch

who "ha.d seen better da.ye" and "sat a.t good

endured all the rigors of the climate and the priva-

tions of a. campaign, rewarding themselves in anticipation, with the
honors of war" a.nd the wea 1th of Mexico.

j

Burr and Blennerhasset were the ma.ster spirits who

who planned

their la.bore; Mrs.Blennerhassett wa.s the light and life of all their
(

social joys.

If tree.son matured its dark design in her ma,nsi'on, here

also · the song, the dance, and the revel, displayed their fascinations.
-7-

a:nd it is ea.id tha.t the lovely mistress of thi~ fa.iry scene, the Calyp
so of this enchanted isle, was seen at mid-night, "shivering on the

winter banks of the Ohio," mingling her tears with its wa,ters,
ing by stra.tegem the ministers of justice,

elud-

a.nd destitute of the com-

forts of life, and the sola.ce of that hos:pi ta.li ty which she had once
dispensed with auo'h ·,triureful liberality.
I believe it is not doubted that Burr intended to h.a.ve attempted
the conquest of Mexico. A large portion of . the people of that country
were

supposed to be waiting only for anf'a:v;9ltabil.!:d.d>J>portunity to

throw off the Spanish yoke. The .America.ns,. as their neighbors and a.a
republicans, would, it was thought, be received without suspicien. no:t;
would Bure have unfolded his ultimate design

until it should be too

late to prevent its accomplishment. He would then have esga.blished a
monarchy, a.t the hea.d of which would ha.ve been King Aaron the Fi rat. I
am told tha.t the young gentlemen who were proceeding to join him,
often amused themselves on this subject; talking half in jest and half
in ea.rnest of the offices a:nd honors which awaited them. Titles a.nd
places were a.lrea.dy lavishly distributed in antici"!)a.tion; and :Mrs.
Blennerha.ssett, who \1118.s an accomplished a.nd sprightly woman, had arranged the dresses and ceremonies of the Court. When the alarm va,s given and orders were issued for the arrest of Burr and his adherents
they were obliged to resort to a variety of expedients

to escape

detection. At Fort M ssac, and other places, all boats descending the
river were compelled to sto:p and undergo

strict examination, to the

grea,t vexa.ti on of boa.trnen and pea.cable -,voyagers who were of ten obliged to land at unsea.sona.ble hours.
( .•

Very diligent inquiryva,s made for

the lady just mentioned, who several times narrowly escaped detection
through her own ingenuity a.nd tha.t of her com pa ni one.
--8-
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Chapter ,~y,

:.. (

Chara.cter of the Jioneers - -Their adventures --Anecdote of :Mul drow--Of boone --Dtv:ihe

of the India.ns -- Romantio adventure of two fe -

males.
Passing in ra.pid review the period over which we ha.ve passed
we find that hhe District of Kentucky wa.s settled by severa,l distinct classes of people, differing much from each ,·• other and ea.ch
having a marked peouli,a.ri ty of chara,cter. It is from not knowing, or.
not a lllverting

to this circumstance that erroneous impressions ha.ve

been receiv$d

of the gen~us and disposi~ion of the western people;

to the ma.nners of a.11 of whom the Kentuckians ha.ve given a decided
tone.
Thihae who ca.me first -- the Boones, the Kentons, · the Whitleys,
were rough, uneducated men; the enterprising , fearless hardy

pioneers

They were li tera.lly backwoodsmen, who ha.d always resided on the front iers, forming the connecting link between civilized a.nd savage men;
and who did not, in their emigration to the west, form any new acquain
tance with the perils of the silferness. They had been inhabitants of
the long line of frontier lying east of the Alleghany Mountains; were
the descendants of men whose lives had been spent

in fierce contests

with the Indians; and were themselves, accustomer from infancy, to the
ficissitudes of hunting a.nd border wa.rfa.re. A few of them came from
Pennyslvania and Maryland; but the great body from Vir g inia and North
Carolina. Strict l. y speaking, they were not farmers; for, although they
engaged in agriculture, they depended chiefly on their guns for their
subsistence, a,nd were allured to the west ra.ther by the glories of the
. (.,

b ".'undlesa forest and the abunda,nce of game, than by the fertility of
the new 1a.nds · a,nd the a,mple resources of the oountr~. They came singly or in small parties, car eless of protection a.nd fearless of oconsequenoes.

•
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Their first rewidence ·-was a ca.m12, a fra.11 shelter fprmed of poles
( -.

and bark, ca.refully . concea.led in some retired spot, in which they
hid the spoils of the chase, a.nd to which they sometimes crept for

.

repose at night, or slept a.way the long, inclement days when the hunter and his prey, alike, were driven by the st .arm to :tan seek the shel
ter of their coverts.

At other times they roamed abroad, either engag-

ed in hunting, or in ma.king long journeys of exploration; sleeping in
the open air and feeding upon the fruits of the forest and the flesh
of wild anima.ls,

without bread or condiment. Between them a.nd the In-·

dia.ns, there seems to hav:.e existed, from the beginning, a mutual dislltke

a,nd distrust; and, exce:9t when there happened to be a great su-

periority of numbers on one side, or a recent provocation, they rather
avoided than sought each other. But they seldom met without shedding
blood.
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· Mili ta:1ry 'operations in the north-western territory.

CHAPDR

I.

Pages 117-124.
One of the earliest expeditions of the America.ns peyond the
Ohio. which then constituted the western frontier, was that of Colonel George Rogers Clarke against Kaska.skin, in 1778.

This place, as

llz:E

well as the posts upon the lakes, wa.a then in posession of the Briti eh, with whom we were at war; and being one of the points from whidh

jri

the Indians were supplied with munitions, and enabled to hara.as the set
tlements in Kentucky, its capture V'as deemed so important tha.t the
Legislature of Virginia. wa.s induced to raise a regiment for the purpose.

The coma.nd wa.s given to

Colonel Clarke, who planned the expe-

dition, and who is spoken of by Chief .Justice lvla.:i;-shall, a.s"a.

gentleman

whose great courage uncommon hardihood, a.nd ca.pa.city for India.n warfa.re, had gicen him repeated successes in enterprises against the
sa.vagea."

He was a. man of extraordinary talents and energy of cha.rac-

ter--posessed of a. military genius which enabled him to pla.n with consummate wisdom, and to execute his designs with ~recision and
promptitude. Having visited Kentucky during the previous yea.r, he was
satisfied tha.t, in order to curb the Indians effectually,

it was nec-

essary to strike a.t the powerful, though distant allies, by whoin they
were supported.

His great mind readily comprehended the situation of

the country; he made himself acquainted with the topography of the
whole region, as far as it was known,

with the looa.li ties oft he

enemy's posts, a.nd the strength, of their forces; and was enabled to male
-1-

representations as induced the Legislature of virginia to act
(

·

with vigour.

o-r

A regiment wa.s authorised to be raised for the defense

the western frontiers , without designa.ting the pa,rticular object

of the enterprise, which r mained a. profound secret;
confidence inspired by G0o.1-oae1Cla.rke
that
·.•.,. ,..' ~\

and such wa.s the

between two a.nd three

\'

hundred men were ra.ised wi ~hout delay.
With this foroe he erossed the mountains to the Monongahela
a.nd descended by water to the Falls of Ohio, where he was joined by s o:re
volunteers from Kentucky.

Having halted a few da,ys to refresh hi~

men, he proceeded down the Ohio to the neighborhood of Fort Massie,

a point about sixty miles

above the mouth of tha.t river, where he

landed and hid his boats to prevent their discovery by the Indians •• He
was now di sta.nt from Kaska.ski a. a.bout one hundred and thirty miles, and
the interventing country, --with which the writer is familiarly a.c~quainted, must have been a.t that period, when in a. state of nature, almost impassable. His route led through a low, flat region intersected

t

by numerous s tr ea.ms a.nd ponds, and entirely rove red with a. most luxuriant vegetation, which must have greatly impeded the ma.rch of troops.
Through this dreary region the intrepid lea.der marched on foot, at the
hea.d of his gallant ba.nd,

with his rifle on his shoulder, and his pro-

visions upon his back. After wading throigh ponds, crossing creeks by
such methods as coild be hastily a.dopted, and

sustaining two days mar:A_t

after the provisions were exhausted he arrived in the night, before
the village of Kaskaskia .• Having halted, and formed

his men, he ma.de

them a brief speech, which c·ontained only the "pithy statement, that
the town was to be· taken, at all events."
( '.

And it was ta.ken, according-

ly, without striking a blow, ; for, although fortified, the surprise

-2-

tha.t no resistance wa.s a.ttempted.
(

·

A detachment,

.mounted n the horses of the comµa tnr, wa1J irnmedia:tely pushed forwa.rd
.to surprise the villa.gee higher up the Mississippi; they were a.11
ta.ken without reei stance,

a.nd the British power in

completely destroyed •• It is said tha.t a. hunter ha.d
Ameriean troops a.nd

hat qua.rt er
discovered the

apprised the inhabi ta.nts of Ka.ekaskia of their

1

approach; .but that his story was considered so improbable a.s to ob ta.in no credit.

It WAS an improbable story, a.1 though it . turned i

out to be true. A law had been pa.seed for the r aising of a. regi1')ent;
the troops ha.d been enlisted, offic Fred, and equipped, transported
1366 miles by . land a.nd water through a. wilderness country, i _nhabi ted
- by the India.mq.
town

a,lli es of the enemy and marched into a ga.rri soned

without the slightest suspicion , much less discovery oft he

movement.

When we observe the amount of time a.nd labour which is now

expended , in making a. journey from Virginia. to Kaskaskia., with all o
our . improvements, and

reflect how incula,b ly greater must ha.ve been

the difficulties of such a journey

sixty- five years ago,

when

there was no roa.d a.cross the mountains, nor any boa ts in which to na.v
iga.te the rivers,

but such rude craft as the traveler might construct

for his own convenience; and when we ta.ke into consideration the
difficulty of transporting provisions and ammunition through a. wild
region,

the successful expedition of Col. Clarke will present its elf

to the mind as a brilliant military achievment.
His next exploit was bolder, more arduous, and equally sauceeE

j

ful.

I

enemy wa.s apprehended a.t this remote spot, a.nd the a Dproach of Clarke

Kaskaskia. was not strongly defended; no attack by a. civilized

wa.s unsuspected. But Vincennes, situated nea.rly in a. direct line be !

tween Kaskaskia a.nd the llalla of 01:llimo, dista.nt one hundred and
sixty miles from the former place a.nd two hundred miles from the _la.t' te r ha,d been considered within the reach of a.n attack from the

fortified. It wa.e well ga.r.ri
, s~~ed with B:1:i tieh troops, eom.ma.nded by Governor Hamil ton in per'

eon·, a.n experienced officer who w a.a quickly apprised of the capture
the posts on the Mississippi in his rear,
visit

<f

and prepa.red to e xpect a

from the daring Clarke a.nd his victorious troops. In addition

to the regula.r force, which was greatly superior to that of Cla.rke
in numbers and in equipment,

he ha.d under his command

six hundred

India.n ·warriors; a.nd, being an active, skilful officer, he
to march as soon as possible,
season va.s such

p roposed

upon the American commander. But the

a.a to render any immediate military movement

diffi -

cult a.nd apparently impracticable. The rivers and smaller streams,
all of which, in this level region,

over- flow their banks rapidly

under heavy fa.lle of rs.in, were now ewelled; and the pa.sees of ihe.e
country blocked up. Una.ble to march his own troops under such c ircum stances, he considered that Clarke would be confined rry the same caus
ea, to the shores of the Mississippi, where no re - inforcement could
reach him, a.nd where he could attack him, with the certainty of sue-

•

cesa, upon the subsiding of the wa.ters.
Colonel Clarke, who, v.,ith his other acconr9lisbments, posessed
a. singular ca pacity for penetra ting into the desi gns of his enemy,
became informed, as well, of the present dela;y, a.s of the ulterior
plan of the British commander, and determined to a.nt i ci pate his in -

t enti orts by marching instantly against the post · of Vincennes. To af fect this, it was necessa.ry to pass, with,, ut any road, over a. surface
of one hundred and sixty miles

of fertile soil, whose li ght, spongy

loam, saturated with water, afforded no firm :Booting to the steps

(

of his soldiery, a.nd to cross the Ka.skaskia., the Little Wa.bash, the
Embarra,s, a.nd the Great Wabash rivers,
tributaries,

t .

besides a number of their

a.11 of which were swollen, and margined by wide belts
- 4-

t·.,

gons, without tents·, with only such provision and ammuni ti .o n a.a
could be carried on the· backs of a few pack hors~s, and the shoulqers of the men--toiling by da.y through mud a.nd water, and sleeping
at night upon the ·wet ground.
Upon rea.ching the waters of the Great Wabash

our adventµrous

troops beheld before them a.n obstacle, which must have daunted the
hearts of warriors less

resolutely determined than themselves, upon

the successful a.ehievments of their enterprise. On the ea.a.tern bank cf
of the river stood the British fort, on a high shore, swept · by the
f ca.ming current of a grea.t river; . on the western side was a tract of
low, alluvia.n land, five miles in width, entirely inundated. The who:e
expanse of water to be crossed wa:s

nearly six miles in width--

first, the marshy flat, in whose treacherous qui cksa.nds the wri t _e r
has seen

the horse sink under his rider, and become instantly buried

in the mire, now covered with water, too deep ins ome places to be
forded, a.nd too shallow in others to a.dmit of navigation cy boa.ts,
and impeded t ~rough-out by growing timber, floating logs, or tangled
brush wood, and then the swift, powerful current of the river.
Colonel Cla Jke was laboriously emnloyed for sixteen days in
effecting the march from Ka.ska.skis. to Vincennes; five of which irere
consumed in l'.)a,ssing the wilderness of water just

described, throu gh

which he meandered in such a manner as to conceal his forces from
the enemy, by avoiding the predrie, and keeping as much as uossible
under the cover of the timber,

sometimes wading breast deep, some-

times proceeding upon rails and canoes; and, at last, crossing tbs
river in the night a.nd presenting himself suddenly before the town,

(

which was completely surprised. ··· · It. was here that the western Hanniba.l, a.a Clapce may be
justly ca.11 ed, p19rf ormed
a manoeuvre
whi cp.
showed that he vas pru.
..
.,·•

(

dent as well a.s daring~ and tha.t '"while he nosessed the hardihood _5 ..

'·.

,'

, ••

i'

~. ., .
re: .,·;· ·-···

to attempt the moat desperate enterprise, he wa.s fertile in expedients, and. cautious in a.vailing himself
ta.ge

which might be presented.

of a.ny a.ceid nta.l a.dva.n-

As he a.pproa.ched the town,

over the

wide, beautiful prairie on which it stands, and at the mCJ11ent when
hie troops were discovered by the enemy, he found himself nea.r a small
circula.r eminence

which ccncealed a. ;i part of his force from the ob-

serva.tion of the foe. Under this cover he counter-ma.rahed hie column
in so skilful a. manner that the leading files , which ha.d been seen
from the town, were transferred, undiscovered, to the rea.r,
to pass again a.nd a.ga.in, in sight of the enemy,

and ma.de

until a.11 his men

had been displayed severa.l times, and hie li t tle detachment - of jaded
troops was made to assume the a.p p ea.ra.nce of a. long column, greatly
superior in number to its actual force.
the garrison to surrender.
fence, struck his fla.g.

He then promptlu summoned fi

Governor Hamilton, after a. brief de-

and the galla.nt Clarke found himself

master

of an important :post, whose garrison, now his prisoners, consisted
of a well appointed body of soldiers, twice a.a nunerous as his own
followers.
These brilliant exploits of Colonel Cla. rke ha.d an important
bearing upon the interests of the western country, both firect and
consuquentia.l. They gave, for the moment, safety and repose to the
hara.ssed inhabitants of Kentucky, and struck with terror the whole
savage ~opula.tion of the wide region through which he pa.seed. They
deranged a.n extensive plan of opera.toons on the part of the enemy, tle
design of which was to annihilate all the border settlements by
pouring in the canbined Indian force a.long the whole line of our

(

frontier, while they detached from the _British interest ma.ny tribes
who had 1 ong acted

under · the control of tha.t power. They hastened,

if they did not contribute to-fPoduce

bhe most importa.nt politica.1
r

event connected with the history of the Western country--the purchase
I
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Mississippi, where they rema.ined fi x ed; and Virginia., assuming her
title

to the conquered territory, in right of her charter, as well

a.a of the conquest by her own a.rme, proceeded . at once to erect it into
a County, which V" as ca.1 1 ed lllinoi s.
Another direct consequence of the

successes of Colonel

Cla rke , waa.wthe founding of Louisville. Previous to tha.t period, the

families who were collected at the Falls of Ohio, ha.d sought sa.fety
upon the isla,nd

avreast of the present site of the town; but · the

ca.pture of Vincennes, by brea.k ing up the nearest and the strongest
of the enemy's western posts, relieved their a.ppre}J.ensions of danger '
and enabled them _to settle on the Kentucky shore.
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